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Foreword
Without assistance of Siemen Terpstra it was not possible for me to translate the original
Dutch text into proper English. I thank Siemen for his suggestions to improve the translation.
I also thank Bo Constantinsen for sending me the plans of the Terpstra keyboard.

Introduction
Why does a harmonic scale have such a distinguished, noble, and sometimes an almost proud
sound? This question arises while listening too much of the music of Johann Sebastian Bach,
who had Hungarian predecessors, which is well known. In section A this scale and also the
gipsy scale will have special attention. These scales are connected with a keyboard planimetry
which is different from what we are used to since Bosanquet introduced his generalized
keyboard concept. The theoretical elaboration of this subject will be explained in section B. In
section C the configurations of these scales on this special keyboard planimetry will be
shown.

A. Scales
The notion pure or epimoric scale
A pure interval is defined as an epimore or as a product of epimores. An epimore is an
interval that can be expressed in a ratio existing of successive whole numbers. We can extend
the notion “pure” to a scale that contains only epimores in the sequence of intervals. The
products of successive epimores are in a number of cases also epimores. I propose to speak of
a pure or an epimoric scale in such a case. In a pure scale successive intervals cannot have the
same value, i.e. they never can be equal. When this is the norm for the diatonic scales with
pure thirds, why wouldn’t it be the case for the harmonic scale and the gipsy scale?

3-, 5-, en 7-limit scales
A pentatonic scale exists of a stack of fifths C G D A E if D is the central tone. In this case the
sequence of ascending pitches within an octave is as follows:
A C D E G. In the 3-limit concept of a pentatonic scale only fifths, fourths and seconds are
pure.
When we extend the 3-limit concept of the pentatonic scale C G D A E, being a stack of
fifths, with two more fifths, we achieve a heptatonic scale. This heptatonic scale in which
whole tones alternate with semitones, generates both major and minor modes. Also in this
scale only the fifths, fourths and seconds are pure.
The pentatonic scale as well as the heptatonic scale can be defined in a 5-limit concept in
order to achieve an increase of pureness, i.e. more overall consonance. Now, not only more
epimores appear in a scale, but also the products of epimores create epimores once more. A
well-known example is the sequence of major and minor third: 5/4 and 6/5. The product of
both intervals is 3/2, a fifth. The pure major third is the product of 9/8 and 10/9. Furthermore
the product of a major third and a diatonic semitone is a fourth: 5/4 . 16/15 = 4/3. The product
of a major whole tone and a diatonic semitone is a minor third: 9/8 . 16/15 = 6/5.
The melodic scale cannot be interpreted as a 3-limit concept, because not all tones fit in a
stack of fifths. This scale is a hybrid scale containing both major as well as minor chords:
9/8 – 16/15 – 10/9 – 9/8 – 10/9 – 9/8 – 16/15.
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The harmonic scale, which almost coincides with the melodic scale except one tone, doesn’t
fit in a 3-limit concept for a similar reason. However, a 5-limit interpretation delivers us the
problem that the last but one interval can’t be a pure minor third, unless the last interval
would be a chromatic semitone. But we can exclude this possibility, also because in that case
that interval would be indicated by the same letter, one of them with sharp or flat. The
solution of this issue becomes clear in the view on/of the gipsy scale, which almost coincides
with the hamonic scale except for one tone.
The gipsy scale is conceived by prof. A. D. Fokker as a 5-limit concept. In this concept there
are two successive diatonic semitones with the value 16/15. This makes one think
immediately of the 3-limit concept of a diatonic scale in which successive pythagorean whole
tones (9/8) occur. Apart from this the same problem of the presence of an unpure minor third
is there, just like in case of the harmonic scale, now even two times!
Because in a pure diatonic scale a pure major third exists of two successive epimores, i.e. 9/8
and 10/9, it is obvious to pose the question if a “pure” gipsy scale in the case of diatonic
semitones also a present successive epimores. The most probable and convincing solution is:
15/14 followed by 16/15. The product of these intervals is 8/7. The product of the third and
fourth interval of the gipsy scale is a pure third in any case. The solution must be:
7/6 . 15/14 = 5/4. This solution is also valid for the last two intervals of this scale.
The conclusion is that a “pure” gipsy scale is preferably conceived as 7-limit, forming these
successive intervals:
9/8 – 16/15 – 7/6 – 15/14 – 16/15– 7/6 – 15/14.
Also a “pure” harmonic scale, which can be conceived as a hybrid of melodic scale and gipsy
scale, could be 7-limit!

Fig. 1
Tonal field (5-limit Matrix Model) in which all pentatonic and heptatonic scales suit.
Based upon tonic G or D.
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B. Theory of planimetric configurations of interval complexes
Point of departure theory
Architecture and music are related to each other. A generalized keyboard reveals this relation
pre-eminently. In this theory the conceptual differences between the planimetries of Robert
Bosanquet, Jean Paul White and Larry Hanson will be explained also.
The so called “leading tone intervals” play an important role in this context. Leading tone
intervals (leading tone = major / minor) indicate hidden access to other vectorial interval
directions. Leading tone intervals are seen as coming into being when an interval is divided
according to both a harmonic mean and an arithmetic mean.

Intervals and mutual coherence
Pure intervals are formed by the ratios of frequencies, which can be described by simple
whole positive numbers.
From number 1 as point of departure we are able to arrange these whole positive numbers in a
multidimensional continuum existing of vectorial directions of prime numbers. Every
direction exists of an exponential row of intervals, i.e. interval stacks: (a/b)n. When we
assume b = 1, we achieve: (a/1)n = an.
We are able to investigate interval relations by two-dimensional sections.
As a first plan prime number 2 on horizontal axis:
9
6
4

3
2

1

12
8

16

Fig. 2
From number 1 using as departure number 3 is the following number in this order of whole
numbers forming a new vectorial direction. This configuration of numbers can also be
depicted as follows:
8
4
2
1

12
6

3

18
9

27

Fig. 3
Figures a and b are depicted by a logarithmic scale, i.e. equal distance in case of involution.
Considering two triangles adjacent to each other in a 2-dimensional section (matrix) of the
infinite universe of whole numbers, as shown in fig. 2 and fig. 3, we discover that the product
of the numbers on the communal side of the triangles is equal to the product of the numbers of
the angles which are on a line perpendicular to the communal side.
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In the matrix this thesis is valid for any pair of mutual identical triangles with one communal
side, i.e. in case of two triangles which are explainable by a 180 degrees rotation.

N.B.: It is also possible to consider 3-dimensional sections when 3 perpendicular dimensions
represent vectors of prime numbers, for example 3, 5 and 7. Prof. A.D. Fokker made use of
this (like Euler); the octave is omitted and fifths /fourths, major thirds / minor sixths, minor
thirds / major sixths, and the intervals related to prime number 7 can be depicted graphically.

The internal connections between intervals also can be shown by the following genealogical
tree based on the octave interval, by which the division of intervals by arithmetic mean is
apparent.
01: 02
02 : 03 : 04
04 : 05 : 06 : 07 : 08
08 : 09 : 10 : 11 : 12 : 13 : 14 : 15 : 16
16 : 17 : 18 : 19 : 20 : 21 : 22 : 23 : 24 : 25 : 26 : 27 : 28 : 29 : 30 : 31 : 32
etcetera

Fig. 4
There also exists a tree based on the octave, by which the division of the intervals by another
mean than the arithmetic one can be shown.
½:1
¼ : 1/3 : ½
1/8 : 1/7 : 1/6 : 1/5 : ¼
1/16:1/15:1/14:1/13:1/12:1/11:1/10:1/9:1/8
1/32:1/31: 1/30:1/29:1/28:1/27:1/26:1/25:1/24:1/23:1/22:1/21:1/20:1/19:1/18:1/17:1/16
etcetera

Fig. 5
The means of the intervals, thus found, we call harmonic.
When we compare figures 4 and 5, we distinguish two mutual mirrored patterns. In the first
case the octave is divided in subsequently fifth and fourth, and in the second case the
following order is reversed, i.e. subsequently fourth and fifth. For the division of other
intervals like the fifth, the fourth, etc. the same kind of reversal is valid.
When we converge both trees, then we can conceive all intervals as being divided in two
ways, i.e. by the arithmetic mean and by the harmonic mean. The relation of harmonic mean
and arithmetic mean is also an interval. So, when we take a given interval as a starting point,
we are able to derive three more intervals from this interval.
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This given is important when we think of an imaginary construction of a generalized
keyboard, which will be discussed later in Section C of this treatise with regard to the design
of Gert Vos. This imaginary construction can be considered as derived from a projection of
interval stacks in a logarithmic scale on the planimetry of a keyboard, thus expressing only
pure intervals. In the case of the octave we achieve only pythagorean intervals, 3-limit.
Definitions and deductions
From a given interval or ratio three other intervals can be derived. In order to define these
intervals I propose that we use already existing musicological terms and to generalize these.
This means that, when we take for example the octave as the interval, we define the fifth as
major and the fourth as minor, and the pythagorean whole tone as the leading tone interval.
The same when we take any other interval as a starting point:
interval = major . minor; leading tone = major / minor.

In mathematical formula:
interval = (x² + x)(x² – x) = (x + 1)(x – 1)
arithmetic mean = x²
harmonic mean = (x² - 1)
major = x/(x-1) or (x²+x)/(x²-1)
minor = (x+1)/x or (x²-1)/(x²-x)
leading-tone-interval = x²/(x² - 1)

Subsequently we can occupy ourselves with the question concerning how many times a
leading tone interval fits within a major or a minor. Which value does the exponent of the
leading tone interval have? The inductive method gives us an answer to our question:
major: x
minor: x – 1

This implies that, when the exponent exceeds the values found, the result will extend the
(value of the) interval. The exponential stacks of the leading tone interval and their relation to
the interval from which the leading tone interval is derived is essential to the approach of this
treatise. The amount of leading tone intervals within the interval is equal to x + ( x – 1) =
2x – 1. When we take the octave ( = 2/1) as a starting point, the leading tone interval ( = 9/8)
will appear 2 . 3 – 1 = 5 times within the octave, just below 6 times! The interval (9/8)5 =
1,802032470703125 …. and (9/8)6 = 2, 027286529541015625…; in the first case smaller
than 2/1 and in the second case bigger than 2/1.
The exact way to determine the number of leading tone intervals within an interval is equal to:
log interval / log leading tone interval. The result will extend the value of 2x - 1.
The amount of times that a pythagorean whole tone fits within an octave is:
5, 884919236171185509743480647783… i.e. the amount of times a pythagorean whole tone
can be depicted within an octave in logarithmic scale.
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Besides the conclusion that (2x – 1) leading tone intervals fit into a given interval, it has to be
pointed out that the depiction of these leading tone intervals within this given interval is such
that two rows can be distinguished. After all, when we consider the harmonic mean of an
interval, we can define it as the starting point of a row of leading tone intervals, in which the
arithmetic mean is also included; in addition the beginning of a given interval is starting point
of a row of leading tone intervals. Both rows overlap each other like (roof)tiles when we
depict these as a diagram on logarithmic scale (see part 2). Because of this we can define the
notion “row” in the scope of a planimetry: a row is a succession of adjacent keys which
indicate leading tone intervals. All other successions of adjacent keys are defined as columns.
Both rows and columns represent different vectorial directions in the planimetry of a
keyboard. The planimetry of a keyboard is determined by only these two givens alone, i.e. the
number of leading tone intervals within a given interval and two adjacent parallel rows of
keys, thus forming the succession of leading tone intervals in logarithmic scale.
In order to achieve more understanding with regard to the issue of generalized keyboards it is
important to consider the notion 'invariance' and in connection with this the Fibonacci
sequence. This sequence is named after Leonoardo from Pisa, with surname Fibonacci. He
described this sequence of numbers in his book Liber abaci. In the Fibonacci sequence of
numbers, each number is the sum of the previous two numbers. Fibonacci began the sequence
not with 0, 1, 1, 2, as modern mathematicians do but with 1,1, 2, etc. This sequence of
numbers appears tot have interesting properties and connections with the golden section.
0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 144, 233, 377, 610, 987, 1597, 2584, 4181, 6765,
10946, ...
It is not known who discovered this sequence of numbers for the first time. On the age of 20
Fibonacci went to Algeria where he studied Indian and Arabian mathematics. Maybe he got
acquainted with this sequence of numbers right there.

Invariance
`Invariance` is a notion in mathematics and physics. This notion is formulated for the first
time by Galileo Galileï. In this theory this notion plays a role with regard to equal finger
positions in case of different equal temperaments on one generalized keyboard.
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Construction planimetry keyboard
As a first plan we will construct 2 sorts of columns, type I and type II, taking as the starting
point any key that is surrounded by 6 other keys, and any interval that leads to the presence of
2 exponential rows of leading tone intervals. Rows as well as columns run in a diagonal way
in the planimetry. The construction is as follows (see fig. 6).

Fig. 6
We choose an interval, for example the octave, which according to the already formulated
equations follows from x = 3. We draw a horizontal line, the X-axis. On this line we fix the
width A-B of the octave-interval: 16,5 cm. On this line A-B we start to indicate the widths of
the leading tone intervals from left to right. The amount of times we do this is equal to: x = 3.
From the first indication we go up 2 cm // Y-axis, and the same with the second and the third
indication, so we come to P, which is at a distance of 3 . 2 = 6 cm from the X-axis. Next the
same procedure from B, but in this case from right to left, and (x – 1) = 2 times. This gives us
Q, on a distance of 4 cm under the X-axis. Next we draw the line PQ and we take the middle
of it: M. The projection of M on the X-axis is M1. This point M1 marks exactly the border
between major and minor of the interval, so in this case, i.e. for x = 3, the fifth and the fourth
are adjacent to one another. When we extend the line M- M1 until we arrive at the upper
boundary of the key after (x – 1) which is (x – 1) + 1 = 3, we find the length of the key, which
forms the building block of the whole planimetry. The projection of PQ in cm on the Y-axis is
equal to 2[x + (x – 1)] = 4x – 2 = 10 cm for x = 3. The length of the key in cm however is (4x2)/2 + 2. For x = 3 we find the value 7 cm for the length of the key.
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In fact 3 rows are now constructed. The upper and the middle row form the interval which we
started, including the subintervals (major, minor) derived from it. The lower row forms as it
were the preamble to the first interval to follow, which is adjacent to the interval that we
consider, with the same proportions. We thus obtain a chain from left to right as follows:
interval – interval1 - interval2 - interval 3 etcetera.
In principle it is also possible to extend the amount of rows upwards and downwards.
For other values of x the following procedure of calculating is valid to determine the interval
width and the key width:
Interval width = 16,5 / log2 / log interval = log interval / log 2 . 16,5 cm.
Key width = interval width / log interval / log leading tone
= log leading tone . interval width / log interval c

The following figures show us the planimetry for the x-values 2, 3, 4 and 5.

Fig. 7
In this figure we see major 2/1 = 4/2 of the interval 3/1 (= 6/2).In fact we see here the
anhemitonic pentatonic scale in 3-limit tuning: on the upper row the sequence of leading-toneintervals c - f, f - b flat, and on the lower row: d-g, g-c1, so that unto c1 the notes c, f, b flat / d,
g are involved.
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Fig. 8
The numbers in this picture form the ratio numbers of the intervals. When the octave (12/6)
has a width of 16,5 cm, the width of a single key is about 2,8 cm. For comparison: the width
of a white key on a 12 e.t. piano is 16,5 / 7 = 2,35 cm.
When we follow the upper row of keys until the end of the minor and from that point switch
to the key that marks the end of the minor on the lower row and go further from that point
unto the end of the octave-interval, we obtain 7 keys which form together the pythagorean
scale. When we indicate the left key as c, the scale thus consists of c-d-e / f-g-a-b.
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Fig. 9
This constellation of keys is suitable to make visible a so called gipsy scale, be it partially,
consisting after all of several diatonic semitone intervals. The gipsy scale includes a
hemitonic pentatonic gamelan scale, the pelog.
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Fig. 10
Fifths, major thirds, minor thirds, and chromatic semitone.
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Properties of planimetries in case of given x values
Furthermore we will examine the further properties of the planimetries just constructed.
Already we have decided that besides rows 2 sorts of columns can be distinguished: type I
and type II, in which case every single key is surrounded by 6 other keys, and 2 rows existing
of a succession of leading tone intervals. Rows as well as columns run diagonally in the
planimetry, and therefore there is no principal distinction between these.
It is apparant that the amount of rows that cross the X-axis within a given interval is always 2.
The amount of columns type I crossing the X-axis within a given interval is (2x – 1), and the
amount of columns type II crossing the X-axis, is (2x + 1). See figures 7, 8, 9, and 10.
In fig. 11 the amounts of columns type I and type II are illustrated graphically.

Fig. 11
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In the planimetry columns can also be distinguished in which the keys are not adjacent to each
other. The amount of columns of this type that cross the X-axis appears to be 4x, i.e. the
addition of (2x –1) and (2x + 1). This is shown in figure k for column type III for x = 3. The
amount of columns type III crossing the X-axis appears to be 12. Also another pattern is
becoming clear, namely:
The projection on the Y-axis of the distance of 2 successive keys of a column of a given
type is equal to the amount of columns of this type that crosses the X-axis .
The distance between succesive keys of column type III is 4 . 3 = 12 cm for x = 3.

Fig. 12
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The vectorial directions of column types I, II, III etc. follow a certain pattern in relation to
each other. When we start to consider the vectorial directions of successive rows and column
type I, we will discover that the vectorial direction of column type II lies within the angle
which is formed by the preceding vectorial directions. This is also valid for the angle of the
vectorial direction of column type III with regard to the angles of column types I and II, and
so on. Increasingly the angles of the different column types with regard to the Y-axis will be
smaller, though there is some fluctuation within borders, which always will be determined by
the angles of the vectorial directions of the columns.
In the progression of the detection of more column types (IV, V, VI etc.) there is more than
one way to go. After all, the number of the columns of a given type n follows from the
addition of the numbers of the two preceding types of columns (n – 1) and (n – 2).
The addition of the number of rows and the number of columns type I is equal to the number
of columns type II; and in the same way the addition of the number of columns type I and the
number of columns type II is equal to the number of columns type III. In order to find the
numbers of the next column types we can follow 2 ways now, i.e.:
-

add up (2x + 1) + 4x; subsequently 4x + ( 6x + 1); etc.
add up (2x – 1) + 4x; subsequently 4x + ( 6x – 1); etc.

The first possiblity leads to the following series:
interval

major

minor

leading tone interval

2
(2x – 1)
(2x + 1)
4x
(6x + 1)
(10x + 1)

1
x
(x + 1)
(2x + 1)
(3x + 2)
(5x + 3)

1
(x – 1)
x
(2x – 1)
(3x – 1)
(5x – 2)

1–1=0
x – (x – 1) = 1
(x + 1) – x = 1
(2x + 1) – (2x – 1) = 2
(3x + 2) – (3x – 1) = 3
(5x + 3) – (5x – 2) = 5

etc.
The number of columns type x2/(x2 - 1) is independent from x, which points at invariance for
any planimetry. In the series of numbers of this leading tone interval x2/(x2 - 1) we recognize
the row of Fibonacci.
Moreover there appears to exist invariance with regard to the numbers of columns related to a
given interval for different x values. This comes to light by matching the different rows of
numbers for different x-values with each other.
In the summary below per x value subsequently interval, major, minor, leading-tone interval.
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Octave, fifth, fourth
x=2
2 1
3 2
5 3
8 5
13 8
21 13
34 21
55 34

x=3
1 0
1 1
2 1
3 2
5 3
8 5
13 8
21 13

2 1 1 0
5 3 2 1
7 4 3 1
12 7 5 2
19 11 8 3
31 18 13 5

x=4

2
7
9

1 1 0
4 3 1
5 4 1

x=5

2
9
11
20
31

x=7

1 1 0
5 4 1
6 5 1
11 9 2
17 14 3

2 1 1 0
13 7 6 1
15 8 7 1

Major third
x=4

x=5

2 1 1 0
7 4 3 1
9 5 4 1
16 9 7 2
25 14 11 3

2
9
11
20
31

1 1 0
5 4 1
6 5 1
11 9 2
17 14 3

x=9

2 1 1 0
17 9 8 1
19 10 9 1

Substitution as application in case of invariance
Application of the results as shown above gives us the possibility to apply substitution.
For the value x = 9 we find among others:
17 9 8 1
This means that the interval 5/4 can be divided in a major with 9 columns and a minor with 8
columns and furthermore that the leading tone interval 81/80 is represented by 1 column.
For x = 5 we found among others that the interval 3/2 can be divided in 17 columns for the
interval 5/4 and 14 columns for the interval 6/5. The leading tone interval in this case the
chromatic semitone 25/24, is represented by 3 columns.
31 17 14 3
Now we can apply substitution: 17 =9 + 8.
For x = 4 we can apply the alternative procedure, i.e.;
-

add up (2x – 1) + 4x; subsequently 4x + ( 6x – 1); etc.
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This leads to the following series:
x=4
2
9
7
16
23
39

1 1 0
5 4 1
4 3 1
9 7 2
13 10 3
22 17 5

This says that the 5/3 interval represents 39 columns, which can be divided in the major 4/3,
existing of 22 columns and the minor 5/4, existing of 17 columns. Also in this case we can
apply substitution: 17 = 9+ 8.
Because we found already for x = 5:
31 17 14 3
We are able to conclude that the interval 6/5 represents 14 columns. And because the octave
can be seen as the addition of major sixth and minor third, the following conclusion can be
made:
39 + 14 = 53
Also for x = 2 we are able to follow the alternative procedure, i.e.:
-

add up (2x – 1) + 4x; subsequently 4x + (6x – 1); etc.

x =2
2
5
3
8
11
19
30
49

1
3
2
5
7
12
19
31

1 0
2 1
1 1
3 2
4 3
7 5
11 8
18 13

From the series above, the correspondence with the results of the first procedure for x = 3
follows: The major of x= 2 is equal to the interval of x = 3. The minor of x = 2 is the major of
x = 3. And the leading tone interval of x = 2 is the minor of x = 3.
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Now we consider the following:
x=3

x=7

31 18 13 5

13 7 6 1

The fourth interval 4/3 exists of 13 columns and implies major 7/6 and minor 8/7 with
subsequently 7 and 6 columns.
For x = 4 we obtain by the alternative procedure:
23

13 10 3

The fourth 4/3 is represented by 13 columns and the major third by 10 columns. The major
sixth 5/3 thus exits of 23 columns. Because for x= 3 is valid
31

18 13 5

We can derive from this ( 31- 23 ) that the minor third is represented by 8 columns. In this
way we are able to construct an octave by adding 6/5 to 5/3, resulting in 23 + 8 = 31.
Conclusion: for x = 4 it is possible to construct octaves with numbers of columns of 31 as
well as 53. For an octave we thus obtain the series:
9
22
31
53
In a similar way it is possible to prove that octaves can be constructed for x = 5 with 19, 34
and 53 columns.
Now the first procedure can be applied:
-

add up (2x + 1) + 4x; subsequently 4x + (6x + 1); etc.

For the fifth we obtain:
9
11
20
31

5 4
6 5
11 9
17 14

1
1
2
3

The series ( 11 6 5 1 ) corresponds to 19 e.t., ( 20 11 9 2 ) to 34 e.t., and ( 31 17 14 3 )
to 53 e.t.
Comparison of planimetries x = 3, x = 4 and x = 5 shows us that mainly the column numbers
per octave 31, 53 and 19 appear. Number 31 rises from x = 2, x = 3, x = 4 and x = 7. I.e.: 4
times! Number 53 from x = 4, x = 5 and x = 9. And number 19 from x = 2, x = 3 and x = 5.
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C. The Indian keyboard

The fourth and the major third
The Indian keyboard is based upon the planimetry with x-value 4. In this planimetry it is not
the octave, like in the planimetry that underlies the keyboard designs of Bosanquet, Fokker
and Terpstra, but the major sixth (5/3) that we can conceive as the basic interval. The major
sixth can be decomposed into a fourth and a major third. After all, the product of a fourth and
a major third is a major sixth: 4/3 . 5/4 = 5/3. From this follows that also the pure diatonic
semitone (16/15), being a leading tone interval, is expressed in this planimetry.
That this planimetry is suitable pre-eminently to express the major third follows from the fact
that both the major whole tone (9/8) and the minor whole tone (10/9) come to expression in
the planimetry.
Equal temperaments
In just intonation (JI) the diatonic semitone is 16/15 on the x=4 planimetry just as the whole
tone is 9/8 on the x=3 planimetry (See section B: Theory).
However, in the case of tempered tunings the diatonic semitone is a “mean tone” on the x=4
planimetry, just as the whole tone is a mean tone on the x=3 planimetry. On the x=3
planimetry the mean tone represents 9/8 and 10/9. The mean tone on the x=4 planimetry
represents 16/15 and 15/14.

The advantage of the Vos keyboard with regard to 7-limit scales
No three but four directions are optically recognizable on the Vos keyboard, that is based
upon the x=4 planimetry.
The three directions, which are defined by the fact that on a generalized keyboard any key is
surrounded by six other keys, are:
1. Ascending diagonal rows of diatonic semitones;
2. Rising columns of dieses;
3. Descending diagonal columns representing the minor thirds.
Horizontal, i.e. perpendicular on the columns of dieses, interrupted series of keys are visible.
Consequently, this is the fourth direction. These interrupted series of keys represent the
interval 7/6, which play such an important role in 7-limit scales. Such scales are well placed
on the Vos keyboard.
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Fig.13. 53-tone octave block on the Vos keyboard that is based upon the planimetry x = 4, and
comparable with the plan by J.P. White for 53 e.t. as published in Helmholtz’ book
“Sensations of tone”. From up to down the numbers indicate the following octave divisions:
53 e.t., 31 e.t., 22 e.t. and 9 e.t.
A spectacular feature of this design is the easy way the composition of the fourth by the
intervals 7/6 and 8/7 can be recognized, and with this also the leading tone interval 49/48. In
fig. 13 the equal steps in 53 e.t. are shown by numbers. The fourth is 22 steps. The 7/6
interval is 12 steps, and the interval 8/7 is 10 steps, together forming a diësis. Furthermore,
rows of 7/6 form interval stacks (7/6)n which resemble slendro scale, and also a horizontal
3/1 ~ (7/6)7.
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Fig. 14. Intervals related to the 1/1 key on the Vos keyboard. Instead of the interval 16/15
also the interval 15/14 can be accessed. And instead of the interval 15/8 we have the interval
28/15.
In this figure the harmonic scale can be traced as follows:
1/1 – 9/8 – 6/5 – 4/3 – 3/2 – 8/5 – 28/15 – (2/1). In the gipsy scale 7/5 instead of 4/3.
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The Indian keyboard projected on the planimetry of the Terpstra keyboard

Fig. 15. Application of the Indian keyboard concept on the Terpstra keyboard.
It appears to be about a four-octaves concept. The octaves are descending like a river running
down gradually, while the pitches are ascending simultaneously. In the central part of the
keyboard a 53 e.t. octave block is depicted in numbers. The numbers indicate the steps "comma´s" - in 53 e.t.
The colour pattern is based upon the 5-limit Matrix Model with three white rows in the
middle, and above these the green chromatic raisings (sharps) of the middle white row and
under these the brown chromatic lowerings (flats) of the same middle white row. The
remaining keys, above and at the bottom in the Matrix Model, are black coloured, like
keyscapes disappearing behind horizons.
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Fig. 16. Scales in 53 e.t., i.e. Indian keyboard concept, on Terpstra keyboard.
Green: major diatonic scale – brown: melodic scale – red: harmonic scale – blue: gipsy scale.

Epilogue

This treatise exposes the view that leading tone intervals open up access to other directions of
interval stacks. Also we have discussed the phenomenon of mean tones within tempered
tunings in relation to leading tone intervals. This phenomenon is connected with keyboard
designs. The pythagorean whole tone, i.e. 9/8, represents 5-limit music in a hidden way. The
revelation appears as soon the next epimore is added, i.e. 10/9. The diatonic semitone, i.e.
16/15, implies 7-limit music, also in a hidden way, because this interval is connected with
15/14. The chromatic semitone, i.e. 25/24, uncloses 11-limit (though indirectly) and 13-limit
fields in music. The chromatic semitone implies the diesis, i.e. 49/48, as soon the arithmetic
mean of this interval is taken. Although it is theoretically possible to go to infinity in
exploring semitones, dieses, commas, etcetera, it probably makes not so much sense to go
further than the research of the chromatic semitone, with regard to music as it exists.
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